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     A review. I was horrified & disgusted when I believe a digital program that has been used & operated 

before showed up again; this time operated differently: This is where we enter considerations of 

reporting: perhaps the way it was recently publicly operated a demise from its former operation is the 

only way to send a report; that is not traditional report; but rather a report of this one operator’s 

inappropriate interactions during especially somebody else’s militia job hours; while the other is a P.O.W. 

The assessment: Perhaps it’s time to|actually reverse justice persecute; as in justly persecute P.O.W. 

holders; i.e. those that held P.O.W.s and [justly persecute them/] to do so in public; instead of in secret 

hide-outs that nobody, regular knows about.  

Reality Interfaces: Reports of Age & Time.  
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Part Two. A supposed, my, I et al that isn’t the author of this; do you get that. Theme: During my work-

shift; somebody chose to take me as a P.O.W.; wear my uniform; and move through time in all the crime 

cues that I would effect posing as me and-or posing as [in] my job; if this somebody couldn’t rape and 

continue to molest the 1,000 persons this somebody had captive. This is exchange terrorism; and 

though not un-predicted and not un-planned for; reports are appreciated maybe received and-are not 

mandatory though: depending on the circumstances. The Levity of Report: perhaps, the report 

whenever fallen even into unholy hands; has the ability to change the original circumstance of the 1,000 

captives and so they can see it; such as, a magical formula. One moment they are captive; and before 

the next moment comes they are released in and are free; in the middle they are becoming/are they 

becoming free? Accompanying music citation: U2, stuck in moment; 

Even if it the change is …  were a myth; outside of traditional religion: the practice of self-sacrifice should 

not seem so fictional in the tradition mind term; as it appears in the action of exchange terror-sims. 

& perhaps for the general non-lethargic public; it answers the question of:  

“Sir, how did it come to P.O.W.s” I’m hardly not a Sir, though of course I am whatever that means, 

female. It’s one to intellectual transgenderism; how do you study hard & stay female in intellectual 

statistics: I haven’t worked to answer; and if you don’t try that way: will your intellectualism in practice 

morph your body; I’m not sure; but the ovaries in my body did swell bizarrely engulfing my form; which 

is now replenishing itself after surgery; does the entropy say: that women [who study hard perhaps 

regardless of measure] don’t benefit from ovaries?  

   So back to the point: no they weren’t / aren’t weak; incapable of balancing their fears, etc. wasting 

training wealth; with a bit obscurity: it’s the sacrifice of exchange terror-ism.  


